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The International Clexit Coalition today joined the growing chorus urging President
Trump to keep his election promises and dump every climate treaty “agreed” in Kyoto,
Paris and the UN/IPCC.
The Secretary of Clexit (Climate Exit Coalition), Mr Viv Forbes of Australia, said that
Clexit could call on over 190 well-qualified climate realists from 26 countries to provide
scientific, business, legal and political support and advice.
Clexit Summary and Foundation statements:
http://clexit.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/clexit.pdf
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Mr Forbes said it was obvious from the Brexit vote in Britain, the election of President
Trump in USA, the rise of Marine la Pen in France and Geert Wilders in Holland and
the election of Senator Malcolm Roberts in Australia that the general population no
longer trusts the globalists controlling the UN, the EU, and the UN/IPCC.

“The whole war on carbon is merely a grab for power using a world tax on energy to
fund global government. Voters of the world are waking up and unless their politicians
trim their sails to the new sceptical gale they will be swept from office.”
Senator Malcolm Roberts from Queensland, a member of Clexit, said just last week:
“We call for an AusExit – getting out of the Paris Agreement and the UN.”
Dr Tim Ball of Clexit Canada said: “Even if fully implemented, the Paris Climate
Agreement won’t change atmospheric CO2 levels or stop global warming. However, it
will devastate economies and hurt poor people the most.”
Mr Mark Duchamp of Clexit Spain is also opposed to the Paris Agreement: “The
recurrent climate event "El Niño" has caused warmth in 2015 and 2016. However
temperatures are now back to their usual natural fluctuations, no matter how much
tampering with data is done by NOAA, NASA-GISS and politically correct "scientists."
Viv Forbes concludes “The Paris Agreement will destroy industries and jobs and make
electricity more expensive and unreliable. One bad winter blackout will be enough to
cure the EU heartland of climate alarmism and green energy. Soon the only Paris
supporters will be third world and Pacific Island mendicants hoping for climate
handouts (but getting energy handcuffs).”
“This stupidity will surely end, but energy costs will rise for every day’s delay.”
President Trump should withdraw from Paris Agreement:
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/03/07/trump-should-keep-promise-withdraw-u-s-from-paris-climate-treaty/

G20 poised to withdraw from Paris pledges:
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/03/11/uh-oh-g-20-poised-to-signal-retreat-from-paris-climate-deal-pledge/

Climate Science is NOT Settled:
http://clexit.net/2016/09/03/climate-science-is-not-settled/

The Paris Climate Treaty should be torn up:
http://clexit.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/clexit.pdf

Paris Agreement Fails:
http://www.climateconversation.org.nz/2016/09/paris-agreement-endangers-climate/
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